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ABSTRACT

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have
discovered many loci associated with common
disease and quantitative traits. However, most
GWAS have not studied the gene–gene interactions
(epistasis) that could be important in complex
trait genetics. A major challenge in analysing epis-
tasis in GWAS is the enormous computational
demands of analysing billions of SNP combinations.
Several methods have been developed recently to
address this, some using computers equipped
with particular graphical processing units, most
restricted to binary disease traits and all poorly
suited to general usage on the most widely used
operating systems. We have developed the
BiForce Toolbox to address the demand for
high-throughput analysis of pairwise epistasis in
GWAS of quantitative and disease traits across all
commonly used computer systems. BiForce
Toolbox is a stand-alone Java program that inte-
grates bitwise computing with multithreaded
parallelization and thus allows rapid full pairwise
genome scans via a graphical user interface or the
command line. Furthermore, BiForce Toolbox in-
corporates additional tests of interactions involving
SNPs with significant marginal effects, potentially
increasing the power of detection of epistasis.
BiForce Toolbox is easy to use and has been
applied in multiple studies of epistasis in large
GWAS data sets, identifying interesting interaction
signals and pathways.

INTRODUCTION

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have success-
fully discovered nearly 1500 genetic loci associated with
over 200 common disease and quantitative traits (http://
www.genome.gov/GWAStudies/). However, most GWAS
have been unable to study the gene–gene interactions
(epistasis) that could be a potential source of ‘missing her-
itability’ evidenced in these studies (1,2). A recent study
demonstrated that epistasis could exist widely in biological
pathways and create substantial phantom heritability un-
detectable via conventional GWAS (3). Indeed, additional
tests of interactions involving GWAS loci with significant
marginal effects have successfully discovered epistasis in
several studies (4–7). However, despite enormous effort,
so far studying epistasis in GWAS has been far more
challenging and less fruitful than conventional GWAS
focussing on single locus effects (3,8).

One major challenge in studying epistasis in GWAS
(typically with hundreds of thousands of SNP markers)
is the need to scrutinize billions of pairwise SNP combin-
ations in order to consider all possible interactions. The
challenge is increasing as more sequencing data (and con-
sequently more SNPs) become available in future GWAS.
Several methods have been developed recently to tackle
this challenge (5,9–13). These methods are confined to
either binary disease or quantitative traits and several
are designed specifically for computers equipped with par-
ticular graphical processing units. Substantial computing
time is still required in some of these methods, especially
when widely available computer systems are used (11,13).
There is therefore great demand for high-throughput tools
that can run on widely used computer platforms to
analyse both quantitative and disease traits, making the
analysis of epistasis routine in GWAS and ultimately
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improving our understanding of the role of epistasis in
complex traits.

Another major challenge is that many current GWAS
populations may have only limited power to detect and
replicate significant epistasis signals due to their relatively
small sample sizes (8,14). The approach of meta-analysis
of multiple GWAS (15) may enhance the power of detec-
tion of epistasis but this is not yet applicable due to the
lack of powerful computational tools to support epistasis
analysis in such data sets using imputed (not categorical)
genotype data. Pathway-based approaches may narrow
the search space and also enhance power, for example,
by seeking pathway–pathway interactions (3) or by iden-
tifying common pathways enriched in epistatic genes with
modest interaction signals (i.e. strong but not necessarily
genome-wide significant) detected from multiple GWAS
populations (16). In either case, fast screening of pairwise
interactions in individual GWAS populations appears to
be critical in order to provide information for
pathway-based analyses.

We have developed the BiForce Toolbox to address the
challenges of high-throughput detection of epistasis.
BiForce Toolbox is programmed in Java to support
large scale analysis of pairwise epistasis in quantitative
and disease traits on commonly used computer systems
(e.g. running either Windows, OSX or Linux operating
system) via a graphical user interface (GUI) or the
command line. It integrates available algorithms and
advanced computing technologies such as bitwise
computing technologies first adopted in BOOST (12)
and FastEpistasis (11) and multi-threaded parallelization
into one software package to offer rapid and comprehen-
sive pairwise genome scans. BiForce Toolbox is built on
concepts and algorithms we previously developed to
maximize the power of detection of different forms of
epistasis while controlling false positive rates (9,17,18). It
has been rigorously tested and successfully identified inter-
esting interaction signals and pathways in multiple studies
using large GWAS data sets (7,16). Here, we describe the
main features and functionality of the BiForce Toolbox
using the body mass index (BMI) trait in the Northern
Finland Birth Cohort 1966 (NFBC1966) (16,19) as an
example. The NFBC1966 GWAS data were provided by
the database of Genotype and Phenotype (dbGaP; http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gap) via specific Data Use
Certification.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

BiForce Toolbox is named to reflect its main features: fast
screening of pairwise interactions in GWAS of complex
disease and quantitative traits, using the brute force com-
putational power of bitwise computing and
multi-threaded parallelization. It is implemented in Java
to enable its use on most commonly used computer
systems, allowing local secure analysis of GWAS data
sets and comprehensive fast genome-wide scans for epis-
tasis. It has been designed to be user friendly and benefits
from an intuitive GUI as well as command line access for
automated submission of jobs. BiForce Toolbox uses a

combined search algorithm (17,18) that integrates a full
pairwise genome scans with specific tests of interactions
involving SNPs with marginal effects that are
genome-wide significant (marginal-SNPs) to increase the
power of detection. BiForce Toolbox is free and the
binary files compiled for the three operating systems
(Mac OSX, Windows and Linux) can be downloaded
from http://bioinfo.utu.fi/BiForceToolbox/.
BiForce Toolbox takes ordinary GWAS data (in

genotype and phenotype files) as input, where SNP geno-
types need to pass normal quality control procedures and
phenotypes are recommended to be adjusted for
covariates and relatedness for quantitative traits (7,16)
or post BiForce analysis for disease traits. After data
input, it converts the SNP genotype data into Boolean
bit values and the data are stored in memory-efficient
Java BitSet arrays that allow missing SNP genotypes to
be handled easily and Boolean bitwise operations (e.g.
logical AND) to be applied to the arrays of bit values,
which makes the association tests (see below) extremely
fast. Further, BiForce Toolbox partitions the whole pair-
wise genome scan automatically into smaller tasks and
feed them evenly to available processing threads to
compute in parallel and store results appropriately.
The combined search algorithm implemented in

BiForce Toolbox includes two consecutive genome
scans: single SNP-based genome-wide association tests
and pairwise epistatic interaction tests of all SNP combin-
ations. Marginal-SNPs are identified in the first scan and
used to test interactions involving them. By default the 5%
genome-wide significance thresholds are derived based on
the Bonferroni correction for the total number of tests
performed. Given N to be the total number of SNPs in
a GWAS with K (K> 0) marginal-SNPs being identified,
the thresholds are: P=0.05/N for marginal-SNPs,
P=0.05/[(N� 1) *K] for marginal-SNP interactions and
P=0.05/[N * (N� 1)/2] for a pairwise genome scan.
Alternatively, user specified significance thresholds can
be specified in the analysis. The algorithm currently
concerns SNPs on the autosomal chromosomes only.
Association tests are based on linear regression models,

where the genotypes of each SNP (i.e. homozygote of the
minor allele, homozygote of the major allele and hetero-
zygote) are fitted as fixed factors. Single SNP-based asso-
ciation tests are straightforward each with two degrees of
freedom. Pairwise SNP interactions are assessed using
contingency tables which makes BiForce Toolbox applic-
able to both quantitative and binary disease traits. Briefly,
a saturated model (fitting two SNPs and interactions) is
tested against a reduced model (fitting the two SNPs
without interactions) with four degrees of freedom and
then the F ratio for quantitative traits or log-likelihood
ratio for binary traits is calculated. P values are then
derived according to specific test statistic distributions
and appropriate degrees of freedom (assuming fixed four
degrees of freedom in interaction tests for disease traits).
For disease traits, BiForce Toolbox adopts the approxi-
mation filtering algorithm developed in BOOST (12) as a
default option to accelerate the exhaustive pairwise
genome scan which can be dismissed when necessary (i.e.
using only log-likelihood ratio tests in the scan).
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Figure 1. BiForce Toolbox workflow. GWAS data are generated by microarray or next-generation sequencing platforms (A). Example of input data
formats for disease and quantitative traits (B). Example of genotype data conversion and storage in bitwise arrays (C). Snapshot of the BiForce
Toolbox GUI after loading and conversion of the BMI data of the NFBC1966 cohort (note the multi-tab options such as working with subsets of
SNPs or SNP-pairs and performing single SNP-based genome-wide association) (D). Snapshot of the BiForce Toolbox GUI running the pairwise
genome scan of the BMI data with progress reporting at the bottom (note SNP information, genotype counts, contingency table are showed for a
retained pair of SNPs; the retained results of the pairwise genome scan can be exported as tab-separated text file or Excel compatible spreadsheet for
further analyses by users) (E). A graphic view of positions of interaction signals in BMI of the NFBC1966 cohort generated by a third party tool
Circos, where chromosome ideograms are shown around the outer ring and are oriented pter–qter in a clockwise direction with centromeres indicated
as red bands (F). Snapshot of the BiForce Toolbox GUI running pathway enrichment analysis after the pairwise genome scan using epistatic genes
with interaction �log10 P values greater than 7.3 (i.e. P< 5.0e�08; note the member epistatic genes and associated SNPs are displayed for a pathway
selected) (G).
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On completion of the search process, BiForce Toolbox
can be used to generate summary information and
examine the identified SNP pairs (e.g. allele frequencies
and contingency tables) after reloading the input data
files and the retained results (Figure 1). Furthermore, it
can perform a generic analysis of pathways enriched
within groups of genes showing interaction signals to
provide an initial view of the potential biology underlying
these signals. Such an analysis involves two steps:
annotating SNPs (with reference SNP ID numbers) to
the nearest genes and then performing overrepresentation
analysis based on hypergeometric tests against a variety of
gene-centred functional data such as Gene Ontology (GO)
and KEGG pathway annotation (20). Further details of
such an analysis can be found in the manual of BiForce
Toolbox.

A TYPICAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

We use BMI of the NFBC1966 cohort to illustrate a
typical analysis procedure using BiForce Toolbox. The
genotype and phenotype data were pre-processed follow-
ing the instructions given in the original GWAS (19). BMI
was further corrected for covariates and relatedness and
normalized to prevent spurious associations as detailed
elsewhere (16). In total 323 697 autosomal SNPs and
5071 individuals entered BiForce Toolbox for analysis.
No marginal-SNPs were identified in the single SNP-
based genome scan. The remaining analysis is summarized
in Figure 1, with an example list of the retained results of
the pairwise genome scan (none is genome-wide signifi-
cant) shown in Table 1.

PERFORMANCE PROFILE

We measured the BiForce Toolbox performance in
analysing disease (50% cases and 50% controls) and
quantitative traits of GWAS datasets with 500 000 SNPs
and 5000 samples, using one thread and eight threads on a
single workstation (2.8GHz Intel Core iMac with 4 GB
RAM, 4 CPU cores each with 2 threads) and 256 threads
on a computer cluster (32 nodes each with 4 CPU cores
each with 2 threads), respectively. BiForce Toolbox took

118.18, 30.8 and 0.46 h, respectively, for the disease trait,
and 293.24 (using 8 threads on the workstation) and 6.81 h
(using 256 threads on the cluster) for the quantitative trait.
In contrast, FastEpistasis, a parallel extension of PLINK
(21) took 29, 4 or 0.5 days to analyse a quantitative trait in
a GWAS data set of the same size using 8, 64 or 512
MPI-bound processors, respectively (11); GBOOST, a
graphical processing unit version of BOOST (12) took
1.34 h to analyse a disease trait in a smaller GWAS data
set (351 542 SNPs and 5003 samples) on a computer with a
Nvidia GeForce GTX 285 display card (i.e. 240 CPU
cores) (13).

CONCLUSIONS

BiForce Toolbox is a powerful and accessible tool to
support high-throughput analysis of epistasis in GWAS
of disease and quantitative traits on general computer
platforms. It is hoped that with BiForce Toolbox
analysis the study of epistasis in GWAS will become a
routine exercise and hence improve our understanding of
the role of epistasis in the architecture of complex traits.
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Table 1. A short list of the results of the pairwise genome scan of BMI in NFBC1966 cohorta

SNP1 SNP2 Anova_Pair Anova_Int Pair_�log10P Int_�log10P GenoClassNo

rs9873966 rs950604 7.704 14.850 9.587 11.341 9
rs9873966 rs4406373 7.646 14.785 9.496 11.287 9
rs2310173 rs9691472 7.615 14.311 9.448 10.893 9
rs7536830 rs11169063 7.644 13.928 9.492 10.576 9
rs1453405 rs2289025 7.237 13.744 8.862 10.423 9
rs2962896 rs6890673 6.810 13.466 8.203 10.193 9
rs983936 rs1074651 7.380 13.465 9.083 10.192 9
rs983936 rs1541694 7.324 13.447 8.997 10.177 9
rs10490096 rs17816002 7.305 16.789 8.018 10.124 8
rs3980965 rs11763972 7.260 13.001 8.897 9.808 9

aSNP1 (SNP2): the first (second) SNP; Anova_Pair (Anova_Int): F ratio of a whole pair of SNPs with interaction (interaction between a pair of
SNPs); Pair_�log10P (Int_�log10P): �log10 P value of a whole pair of SNPs with interaction (interaction between a pair of SNPs); GenoClassNo: the
number of joint genotype classes (9 in total) with samples.
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